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(+1)2075106999,(+1)2077307301 - http://www.portlandpie.com

Here you can find the menu of Portland Pie Co in Scarborough. At the moment, there are 20 meals and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Portland Pie Co:

only two pizzerias I know in portland and the environment that has vegan cheese as option. sometimes I want
this tasty taste and they deliver definitiw when I want pizza. I would like to see a vegan sandwich option.

sometimes I like subs with a vegan cheese on them. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore
also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Portland Pie Co:

I applaud Portland Pie Company for offering vegan cheese on their pizzas. They have an extensive menu, and
virtually any pizza is available with vegan cheese. Portland Pie is an institution in the Portland area with locations

in Scarborough and downtown Portland. Their pizza crust is on the thick side, and they have six ! options for
crust types/flavors, including whole wheat. Portland Pie offers a nice variety of pi... read more. For quick hunger
in between, Portland Pie Co from Scarborough presents delicious sandwiches, healthy salads, and other treats,
as well as hot and cold drinks, Don't miss the chance to have the delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the

oven in an original way. In addition, there are fine American meals, such as burgers and grilled meat, and you will
find classic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

SALAD

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

CHEESE

GARLIC

OLIVES
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